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Introduction

Research Questions

Experiment Design

Successful Learning of Mappings by Extensive Training
• Motor skill learning is a complicated process of generating a novel movement pattern 

guided by evaluative feedbacks such as rewards. 
• Basal ganglia (BG) plays a central role in reward-based  

motor skill learning. 
• Recent primate studies suggest rostrocaudally separated  

circuits in BG for voluntary (early) vs automatic (late) behavior. 
• However, little has been known about BG in reward-based 

human motor skill learning.  
• We designed a novel fMRI experiment, making participants  

learn mappings between high-dimensional motor space and  
low-dimensional task space. 

• Using a parametric reward-modulating regressor, we found  
distinct neural substrates for early and late stages of  
motor skill learning.

Kim and Hikosaka, Brain, 2015
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Conclusion & Discussion

• How is reward-based motor skill learning distinctively represented in the human brain 
in different stages of learning? 
✓ Are the human BG rostrocaudally separated for the early and late stages of learning 

as suggested by primate studies? 
✓ How are BG and cortical regions related with rewards (e.g., vmPFC) different in 

representing motor skill learning? 
✓ Can we exclude the possibility that the training-induced change in reward-modulated 

neural substrates simply caused by desensitization to visual targets and not by true 
learning?

Regions of Interest Analysis 

Learning-induced transition of mapping high-dimensional motor space  
in a complicated reward-based motor skill learning 
 Sungshin Kim, Yera Choi, Emily Yunha Shin

Learning Induced Transition of Reward-Modulated Regions

• Participants: 25 young healthy right-handed participants (10 females) 
• Task: To move cursor to reach targets on 5 x 5 grid, using an MR-compatible  

right-handed data glove with 14 sensors measuring hand joint angle 
• 14D vector (h) representing hand posture linearly mapped onto 2D cursor position (p)  

on screen, using principal component analysis (Ranganathan et al., J Neurosci, 2013) 

• Targets: Presented at one of 4 grid corners every 5 seconds 
• Sequence were designed such that 12 different paths between targets repeated 

• Mappings 
• A (Practiced): X - 1st PC, Y - 2nd PC 
• B (Unpracticed): X - 2nd PC, Y - 1st PC,  counterbalanced across participants 

• Learning schedule 
✓ Day 1: Calibration, Pre-training, fMRI 1 (“Early”, 97 trials x 7 runs, Mappings A & B) 
✓ Days 2-6: Behavior Training 1-5 (Mapping A only) 
✓ Day 7: fMRI 2 (“Late”, 97 trials x 7 runs, Mappings A & B)  

• fMRI protocols 
✓ 8-Multiband factor, TR = 460 ms, 2.68 mm isotropic voxels,  

• To our best knowledge, for the first time, we report motor learning-induced transition of 
reward modulating regions of the human brain. 
✓ In consistent with primate studies, we found rostrocaudal separation in the caudate 

nucleus for early vs late stage of motor skill learning. 
✓ In BG, significant changes of reward modulation occurred only with the practiced 

mapping, notably with double dissociation of responses in the caudate nucleus to 
rewards in the early and late stages of motor skill learning. 

✓ In vmPFC, no significant changes of reward modulation occurred either in the 
practiced or in the unpracticed mappings.  

• Cortico-striatal interaction analysis (e.g., PPI) may further elucidate the neural 
mechanisms of motor skill learning, in that how reward modulates consolidation of 
acquired motor skills. 

• Multivoxel pattern classification and information connectivity analysis (Anzellotti  & 
Coutanche) for the four different targets may further elucidate how learning mappings 
are represented in the brain.
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• Early stage – Late stage 
✓ Red: Voxels with higher reward 

modulation in early stage of learning 
✓ Blue: Voxels with higher reward 

modulation in late stage of learning 

• Gradual transition of reward modulation in 
the caudate from the rostral to the caudal 
as learning proceeds 

• Voxel-wise GLM analysis using a reward-modulating regressor 
• Reward-modulated fMRI activities (uncorrected p < 10-3, cluster size > 30 voxels) 
✓ Early: vmPFC, caudate head, putamen, rostral HC 
✓ Late:  vmPFC, caudate tail, rostral/caudal HC

*: Significant Learning Stage X Mapping interaction (T(24) = -2.371, p = 0.026), two-way repeated measures ANOVA post hoc analysis 
***: Significant Learning Stage simple main effect (T(24) = 5.710, p < 10-6), two-way repeated measures ANOVA post hoc analysis 
§: Significant Learning Stage main effect, two-way repeated measures ANOVA
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